The Maps and Landscapes colouring book series contains images from UBC Library’s Open Collections, a publicly-accessible resource for digital collections created from materials held at branches across the Library:

**Andrew McCormick Maps and Prints** features maps from the Library’s Rare Books and Special Collections (RBSC). Dating from 1503 to 1910, the collection documents the exploration and mapping of the world, the evolution of cartography, and the exploration and settlement of North America. [>>](library.ubc.ca/colour-our-collections/)
A map of the whole world
from the Andrew McCormick Maps and Prints Collection

Call No.: G3200 1759 .C64
A map of the Icy Sea in which the several Communications...
from the Andrew McCormick Maps and Prints Collection

Call No.: G3270 1760 .G52
Africa portion of A map of the whole world from the Andrew McCormick Maps and Prints Collection

Call No.: G3200 1759 .C64
Asia portion of A map of the whole world from the Andrew McCormick Maps and Prints Collection

Call No.: G3200 1759 .C64
America portion of A map of the whole world from the Andrew McCormick Maps and Prints Collection

Call No.: G3200 1759 .C64
Europe portion of A map of the whole world
from the Andrew McCormick Maps and Prints Collection

Call No.: G3200 1759 .C64